CYP26B1 promotes male germ cell differentiation by suppressing STRA8-dependent meiotic and STRA8-independent mitotic pathways.
Germ cell sex is defined by factors derived from somatic cells. CYP26B1 is known to be a male sex-promoting factor that inactivates retinoic acid (RA) in somatic cells. In CYP26B1-null XY gonads, germ cells are exposed to a higher level of RA than in normal XY gonads and this activates Stra8 to induce meiosis while male-specific gene expression is suppressed. However, it is unknown whether meiotic entry by an elevated level of RA is responsible for the suppression of male-type gene expression. To address this question, we have generated Cyp26b1/Stra8 double knockout (dKO) embryos. We successfully suppressed the induction of meiosis in CYP26B1-null XY germ cells by removing the Stra8 gene. Concomitantly, we found that the male genetic program represented by the expression of NANOS2 and DNMT3L was totally rescued in about half of dKO germ cells, indicating that meiotic entry causes the suppression of male differentiation. However, half of the germ cells still failed to enter the appropriate male pathway in the dKO condition. Using microarray analyses together with immunohistochemistry, we found that KIT expression was accompanied by mitotic activation, but was canceled by inhibition of the RA signaling pathway. Taken together, we conclude that inhibition of RA is one of the essential factors to promote male germ cell differentiation, and that CYP26B1 suppresses two distinct genetic programs induced by RA: a Stra8-dependent meiotic pathway, and a Stra8-independent mitotic pathway.